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We are proud to present Your Investment Property’s 9th Annual Readers Choice
Awards for 2016. This year, yet another unsurpassed number of nominations have
flooded in from you, our readers, to celebrate the best in our industry. We have
reviewed a record number of votes from every corner of Australia, and we’re thrilled
to now reveal Australia’s most trusted property professionals – as chosen by you
Awards partner
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PROPERTY INVESTING can be a
smart and strategic way to build your
wealth. But if you follow the wrong
advice, it can also be a fast-track
towards fi nancial ruin.
In fact, when it comes to investing in
property, the result of misplaced trust
can be catastrophic. This industry is
known for having many unqualified,
self-interested ‘experts’ who have
expertise in one area and one area
only: lining their own pockets.
For unsuspecting investors, it can
be difficult separating these dodgy
operators from the experienced,
qualified experts with runs on the
board who can actually help you
get ahead.
You have to be careful about who
you take advice from in every aspect of
your property journey, whether you’re
looking to obtain the most suitable loan
through a mortgage broker, leverage
into a growth property through a
buyer’s agent, or maximise your money
through an accountant.
That’s why we created the Readers
Choice Awards almost a decade
ago: so we can help you, the reader,
nominate those in the field who
have helped you the most on your
investment journey and who you
believe deserve your trust.
You are the ultimate judge of the
quality of service you have received
from the property professionals you’ve
dealt with, and your overwhelming
responses have been collaborated,
reviewed and sorted to award those
who have gone above and beyond to
help you achieve your goals.

In recent months, we asked you to
nominate your favourite experts in
five categories:
1. Property investment advisor
2. Buyer’s agent
3. Mortgage broker
4. Real estate agent/
property manager
5. Tax specialist/accountant
When sorting through the results,
one thing was clear: investors are
overwhelmed by the cluttered
marketplace and, as a result, they value
commitment, integrity and inspiration
when turning to experts.
You want to learn from people who
have walked the walk, not just those
who talk the talk, and you want to
work with those who have experience
in navigating ever-changing market
conditions. After all, anyone can thrive
when offering advice during a booming
market; it’s those who can counsel
you through the long-term peaks and
troughs of the property industry that
really demonstrate their worth.
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank you, our readers,
for all of your efforts and contributions
to these awards. By rewarding and
highlighting the great service and
expertise of our finalists, it’s our hope
that we can shine a light on those who
are passionate and proactive about
moving the industry – and the investors
within it – in the right direction.
So, without further delay, we present
the 9th Your Investment Property
Readers Choice Awards!

We were inundated with votes this year across a breadth of industries and talent,
so we felt it was only fair to recognise the top five finalists in each category. We have
awarded a winner and a runner-up in each category, along with three honourable
mentions. All of the industry experts celebrated in these pages received a number of
votes in the 2016 Readers Choice Awards, and we feel they all deserve recognition for
their contribution to property investing.
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WHAT READERS SAID
“WeFindHouses doesn't forget about you
once your purchase has been settled.
Their continued service and concern for
you as a valuable client continues for
years down the track. They were recently
in touch with us after many clients had
issues with the property management
company they had recommended 18
months ago. They didn't just leave us to
deal with the issues on our own, and I was
very surprised and impressed by this level
of continued service.” – Jodie Achay

Highly Commended

Paul Wilson
WeFindHouses
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It’s both reassuring and
rewarding to know that our clients

There are many aspects to
consider when investing in property,

regard us highly enough to take the
time to not only share their experience
but also recommend us to others, which
is one of the greatest compliments a
business could ever hope to achieve.
Our clients certainly make our work
enjoyable and are the reason we do
what we do.
I am extremely proud of my team;
we all take pride in our work and our
strong culture of overservicing our
clients and committed focus on their
individual circumstances – never a
cookie-cutter approach.

and a buyer’s agent stringently evaluates
prospective properties, reviewing a
multitude of factors ranging from local
demographics, supply and demand,
infrastructure, planned developments
and affordability to how well matched it
is to the investor’s individual criteria
and required financial outcomes. They
also analyse the potential ongoing
property expenses and any future
opportunities so they can provide the
investor with the most complete and
accurate assessment of their
prospective investment.
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Purchasing and negotiating
unemotionally is key to your success.
Don’t just submit an offer but back it up
with a justification for your offer. You
need to condition the seller to how you
came up with your offer. You should
also try to find out the needs of the
seller and ensure your offer caters to
their needs.

A recent real-life negotiation
resulted in the vendor accepting the
offer not because it was the highest one
on the table – there were offers up to
$20k more – but because the vendor
was motivated and had a tight
timeframe. They required certainty to
ensure that in a few weeks’ time they
were not going to have the deal fall over,
and they were happy to accept a lesser
offer that eliminated pest and building
inspections (instead these were done
up front) and to have a contract that
was only subject to finance.
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